
 

EUROPALMS Kentia palm tree, artificial plant, 150cm
Lifelike palm with natural trunk and fronds made of high-quality textile material

Art. No.: 82511366
GTIN: 4026397641738

List price: 129.71 €
incl. 19% VAT.

Logistic

EAN / GTIN: 4026397641738

Weight: 3,50 kg

Length: 1.50 m

Width: 0.20 m

Heigth: 0.20 m

Bulky product

Description:

Whether for your residential or business area, the 3-trunk Kentia palm from Europalms is ideal
as an easy-care decorative element. Your trunks are wrapped with real palm fibre material,
which additionally gives the artificial palm a very natural appearance. They show off particularly
well, since the palm fronds were set only in the upper range. The palm leaves are made of high-
quality textile material. 
We recommend to treat these optionally in regular intervals with a UV-protection spray, so that
you can enjoy your palm for a long time.
The plant is available in different sizes.
Included in the delivery is a basic gardener's pot, which gives the plant a stable stand when
placed in a planter.  The leaves only need to be bent slightly into shape.

Features:

- Natural trunk wrapped with natural material
- The article is delivered Ready to stand
 Package contents
- 1 x plant

Technical specifications:

Trunk: 3 x natural trunk wrapped with natural material

Foliage: Material: textile

Decor style: Woods and meadows; tropics; modern living

Eurolite®, Futurelight®, PSSO®, Roadinger®, Alutruss®, Europalms® and Dimavery® are trademarks of Steinigke Showtechnic GmbH, Andreas-Bauer-Straße 5, DE-97297 Waldbüttelbrunn
All rights reserved. Subject to change without notice. Errors and omissions excepted.Illustration only. Actual item may differ from photo.

https://www.steinigke.de/de/mpn82511366.html


Season: Summer

Dimensions: Height: 1,5 m

Planter  

Dimensions: Diameter: Ø 18 cm
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